PLANTING SEEDS OF NON-VIOLENCE
In Our Hopi & Tewa Communities

VIOLENCE KONYANISQATSII
NON-TRADITIONAL LIFEWAYS

FEAR RAPE
SEXISM DESTRUCTION
RACISM MATERIALISM
INCEST CHILD ABUSE
HOMOPHOBIA AGEISM
CLASSISM ISOLATION
CULTURAL ABUSE BULLYING
MURDER VICTIM BLAMING
BATTERING

NON-VIOLENCE HOPIQATSII
TRADITIONAL LIFEWAYS

COMPASSION HOPE
LOVE HEALTH
GENEROSITY LAUGHTER
FREEDOM LIFE
PEACE COURAGE
HUMILITY KYAPTSI/A’GING
WISDOM HONOR RELATIONSHIPS
UNDERSTANDING

THE CORN

• PRAYER & CEREMONY
• HONOR THE GIFT OF OTHERS
• MODEL NON-VIOLENCE & RESPECT
• MENTAL SELF-DISCIPLINE
• SEEK ADVICE FROM WOMEN & ELDERS

THE STALK

• UNDERSTAND THAT ALL THINGS HAVE SPIRITS AND LIFE
• RESPECT IS THE FOUNDATION OF ALL RELATIONSHIPS
• PEOPLE ARE SPIRITS IN PHYSICAL BODIES ON THEIR OWN PATHS OF LIFE
• WUUTI PAS HIIKYAYTA
• ALL PEOPLE AND THINGS OF CREATION ARE PART OF THE SACRED CIRCLE OF LIFE

THE ROOTS

BELIEF SYSTEM

• UNDERSTAND THAT ALL THINGS HAVE SPIRITS AND LIFE
• RESPECT IS THE FOUNDATION OF ALL RELATIONSHIPS
• PEOPLE ARE SPIRITS IN PHYSICAL BODIES ON THEIR OWN PATHS OF LIFE
• WUUTI PAS HIIKYAYTA
• ALL PEOPLE AND THINGS OF CREATION ARE PART OF THE SACRED CIRCLE OF LIFE
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